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Harper Perennial. 1 Paperback(s), 2010. soft. Book Condition:
New. Pulitzer Prize nominee Robert Dallek, author of Nixon &
Kissinger, here offers a penetrating look at misjudgments that
caused international strife and suffering during the critical
period from 1945 to 1953from the closing months of World War
II through the early years of the Cold War. He examines what
drove the world's great leadersRoosevelt, Churchill, Stalin,
Mao, de Gaulle, and Trumanto rely on traditional power
politics despite the catastrophic violence their nations had just
endured. Dallek's history is also a cautionary tale that
considers what might have been done differently to avoid
conflicts with China, Korea, in the Middle East, and around the
globe. "After WWII, the most destructive war in history,
everyone yearned for a better world. Veteran historian Dallek
delivers a shrewd analysis of why world leaders failed to deliver
it. Reviewing postwar crisesSoviet occupation of eastern
Europe, the creation of Israel, India's independence, France's
occupation of Indochina, China's civil war, the Korean
WarDallek sadly concludes that the Allies misread history,
eschewing anything that smacked of appeasement, treating
opponents, mostly the U.S.S.R., as they should have treated
Hitler. Without attempting to rehabilitate Stalin, Dallek asserts
that Western leaders managed...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases and never
difficult to understand. I realized this ebook from my dad and i advised this ebook to learn.
-- Zula  Ha yes-- Zula  Ha yes

This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with
wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida  Her m a n-- Ida  Her m a n
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